Restriction fragment length polymorphism in plants and its implications.
In the last decade RFLP analysis has evolved from an idea that seemed promising to a well-established tool that has led to fundamental advances in several fields. Construction of genetic maps has now become feasible in many organisms where it would previously have been impractical. Since genetic maps are of general utility for many sorts of biological research, they cannot fail to have a significant impact in the immediate future. As genetic maps become reconciled with physical maps in several plants, it will become possible to clone virtually any gene. For a plant breeder this will have the effect of broadening the gene pool available for plant improvement to include virtually all organisms, including animals and microorganisms. Much remains to be done, however. We need basic studies of the biochemistry, physiology, and genetics of plants and the insects and pathogens infesting them to be able to identify target genes for cloning. We need basic studies of transformation and gene expression to be able to have introduced genes expressed in transformed plants in the proper amounts and in the desired tissues. It must also be kept in mind that the best of our present technologies only suffice to clone and transform single genes. We will have to make another large jump in capabilities to be able to transfer QTL between plants. Since the most important agronomic traits are controlled by QTL, this effort will have to be undertaken. However, the future looks promising for plant breeding and RFLP analysis. The molecular genetic revolution now has every indication of being transferrable to practical problems such as plant breeding, and the first steps in this transferral have already occurred through the medium of RFLP analysis.